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Abstract 
Certain colored graphs are defined in terms of permutations in S. and the edge-chromatic automor- 
phism groups of these graphs are studied. In fact, these groups are characterized in terms of the 
associated permutations. These groups are related to the groups of symmetries of certain drawings of 
sets of cycles in the plane. 
1. Introduction and definitions 
In this paper the authors study the edge-chromatic automorphism groups for 
certain colored graphs. These graphs may be constructed as follows. Start with a 
blue cycle of length np, with vertex set V= { 1,2, . . ., np}. For i= 1,2, . . . ,p, let 
G={kp+iIk=O,l,..., n - l}. Put a red cycle of length n on each set Vi. We thus have 
an edge-colored graph. Note that this coloring is not a proper coloring. The group of 
symmetries of such a drawing under rigid movements is also the edge-chromatic 
automorphism group of the colored graph. Stueckle [3] investigated the automor- 
phism groups for two classes of this type of graphs. The first class consists of those 
graphs in which the red edges induce a cycle, while the second class consists of those 
graphs in which the red edges induce a pair of evenly spaced disjoint cycles. In this 
paper, the authors study the natural generalization of those graphs for which the red 
edges induce p (p not necessarily prime) evenly spaced disjoint cycles. 
Throughout this paper all arithmetic will be done modulo k, with the stipulation 
that kmod k= k, where k is either n,p or np and will be clear from the context. 
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Fig. 1. Diagram of G. 
The absolute value 1 a 1 is defined as the smallest nonnegative integer equivalent o a or 
-a modulo k. 
Following are several definitions and some notation. The group of permutations of 
the symbols { 1,2, . . . , n} is denoted S,, and r~, and r,, are defined by a,(i)= i+ 1 and 
t,(i)=n+l_ifori=1,2 ,..., n. The dihedral group, generated by (T,, and r,,, is denoted 
by D,. 
Given CQ,CQ, . .. . CQ,ES,,, and for any integer j = kp + i, aj is defined as aj = tLiOi, 
define UE&, as 
cI((S- l)p+i)=(cIi(S)- l)p+i Vl <i<p, 
where s is any integer. It is easy to see that c1 is well defined. Throughout the remainder 
of this paper, c1 will be so defined, and if not specified, it will be assumed that such Q’S 
associated with CI exist. 
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Let G =( V, E) be a labelled edge-colored graph defined as follows: V(G) 
= a,,~, . . ..anp} with ai labelled by a(i) and E(G)=EBuER where ( 
EB={(a,,ai+l)Ii=1,2,...,n~), 
E,=((ui,uj)Ia(i)=cr(j)fp, i=l,2,...,np} 
and the edges in EB are colored blue while the edges in ER are colored red. Again 
throughout the remainder of this paper, G will refer to a colored graph constructed in 
this manner. 
Fori=l,2,..., p, let ~=(Ujp+ilj=O, 1, . . . . n-l}andGi=(Vi).LetEibethesetof 
red edges in Gi, then 
Ei={ (u lp+i,Gp+i) lori(l)=cci(k)fl}. 
SO Gi is just the cycle generated by Cli in [3]. 
For example, when n=6, p=4, ar=(126453), az=(246)(35), ~(~=(25) and Q= 
(1652)(34). Then a=(1 521 13 179)(6 1422)(10 18)(7 19)(424208)(12 16). The corres- 
ponding edge colored graph G is shown in Fig. 1. 
2. Structure of the chromatic automorphism group of G 
Let Aut(G) denote the automorphism group of G and CAut(G) be all of the 
elements in Aut(G) that preserve the colors. CAut(G) is called the edge-chromatic 
automorphism group of G. Note that any geAut(G) will be considered both a permu- 
tation on the numbers 1 2 , , . . . , np and a permutation of the vertices of G: a,, a2, . . . , a_,_ 
Clearly, any geAut(G) preserves the blue color if and only if gED,,. So we have 
CAut(G)s D,,. 
To study the structure of CAut(G), we first investigate the structures of some 
subsets of CAut(G). They are defined as 
Arix={gIgECAut(G), g(V,)= K Vl<i<p}, 
&,={glgECAut(G), s=&>, 
and 
&ip=(g I geCAut(G), g=gfrpTnp)* 
The set Arix is the set of automorphisms mapping each red cycle to itself, while A,,, is 
the set of automorphisms related to rotation and Aflip is the set of automorphisms 
related to flipping. Note that CAut(G) = ArotuAtlip. 
Theorem 2.1. If p > 3, then Afix is a subgroup of A,,,. Furthermore Afix is normal in A,,,. 
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Proof. If Afix is not contained in ArOt, then there exists a permutation g in Arix such 
that g = c&,7,,,,, and g(P’J= Vi, for l<i<p. SO we have 
g(i)=I+np+l-i=i(modp) 
and hence 
2i=I+np+l+kip Vl<i<p, 
where ki is an integer. Subtracting the above equation for i from the one for i + 1 we get 
2=(ki+l_ki)P. 
This is impossible if p 2 3, so Afix E A,,,. Since A,,, is a cyclic group, Afix is a normal 
subgroup of A,,,. 0 
For p < 2 it is possible that there is permutation gEArix such that g = d7. Since these 
are the cases considered in [3], we restrict our discussion to the case p > 3. 
The following theorem is a well-known result from algebra. 
Theorem 2.2. Any subgroup of a cyclic group (a) is cyclic. Zf (a) is finite of order r, 
then every subgroup is of the form (a’), where 1 is a divisor of r. 
Lemma 2.3. Zf B1,/12~Sn, in order to have I/I1(i)-/I1(j)l=l if and only if 
IBz(i)-/12(j)l= 1, it is necessary and su#icient that jlz/I;‘~D,,. 
Proof. In this proof the arithmetic will be done modulo n. 
Necessity: Suppose fi; l(i)= ki, for i= 1,2, . . ., n where ki are different integers in 
(172, *a*, n}. Then BI(k,)= i. By the assumption, /Iz also maps the ki to different 
integers in { 1,2, . . . , n} and \B,(ki*r)-bz(ki)l=l. If j&(kI)=l, then jIz(kz)=l+l or 
P,(kz)=l-1. For the case j12(k2)=1+1, we have pz(k3)=1+2, and so on; thus, we 
have B,(ki)= I- 1 + i for any i. Hence, 
&j.?;‘(i)=l-l+i=ah-l(i). 
For the case &(k,)=l-1, we have p,(k,)=l-2 and similarly we have 
Bz( ki) = l+ 1 - i for any i. So we have 
Therefore, in both the cases we have flzj?; 1 ED,. 
Su#iciency: Suppose /Iz /I1 -’ =PED., then /Iz=ppl. Using the fact that Ip(if l)- 
o(i)1 = 1, it is easy to show that it is also a sufficient condition. 0 
Lemma 2.4. The permutation afir preserves the red edges if and only if; for i = 1,2, . . . , p, 
ui+rEi-‘ED,. 
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Proof. For integers Si =(s - 1)p + i and ti = (t - 1)p + i, where 1 < i Gp, af, preserves the 
red edges if and only if, for any Si, ti, 
laCsi)-cr(ti)l=P * l~(at,(si))-or(ar,(ti))l=P. 
Now, from the definition of CI we know that 
IE(Si)-M(ti)l=p o IEi(S)-ai(t)I=l 
and if l+i=kp+j, where l<jdp, then 
a(a&(Si))=CI((S-l)p+i+I) 
=m((s-l)p+kp+j) 
=(CIj(S+k)-l)P+j 
=(CtjO~(S)- l)P+j 
=(aj+kp(S)- l)P+j 
=(“i+l(s)-ll)P+j* 
Similarly, we have 
a(af,(ti))=(cri+l(t)-l)P+j, 
and thus 
Ia(at,(si))-cr(a~,(ti))l=P * IR+t(S)-ai+t(t)l=l* 
Therefore, 
Iai(s)-@i(t)I=l * ICLi+t(S)-Ni+t(t)l=l~ 
where s, t could be any integers. So by Lemma 2.3, we have that a&, preserve the red 
edges if and only if 
CLi+lC(;lED,, i=l,2 ,..., p. Cl 
Lemma 2.5. The permutation a’ 7 np np preserves the red edges if and only if, for 
i=l2 3 ,...,p, 
tll+p+l_it”U;lED,. 
Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of Lemma 2.4 and is left to the readers. 0 
Lemma 2.6. If CtjCr; ‘ED,,, then for any integer k we have Ej+kgtl,T+l+ D,. Zf 
Ujxit,Ui-lED,, then for any integer k we have Uj_kpT,tl,~_\pEDn_ 
Lemma 2.6 implies that in Lemmas 2.4 and 2.5 the statement ‘for i= 1,2, . . ..p’ is 
equivalent o ‘for any integer i’. 
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Theorem 2.7. The set Afix is generated by a$, where kO is the smallest positive integer 
satisfying the conditions 
(1) ko I n, and 
(2) for i=1,2 ,..., p, OZicFcl;‘ED,. 
Proof. By Theorem 2.1, we know that Afix is a subgroup of A,,, which is a subgroup 
of the cyclic group (a,,). So Afix is a subgroup of (a,P). By Theorem 2.2, we know 
that Afix is also a cyclic group, which can be represented by (a&), where II np. By the 
definition of Afix, we have a&,( &)= 6, and so 
a&,(i) = i + 1~ i (mod p). 
Hence, we have p 11 and we can let I= kop. Thus k. 1 n, since kOp ( np, and also 
Afix = (azP). 
By Lemma 2.4, we know that, for i = 1,2, . . . , p, 
i.e. 
aio?a-‘ED I R’ 
Suppose k is an integer satisfying these two conditions. By Lemma 2.4 we have that 
af”, preserves the red edges. It also preserves blue edges and maps each red cycle Gi to 
itself. Hence, a!$EAfix and kOp I kp. So kO is the smallest positive integer satisfying the 
two conditions. 0 
Note that if k. = n, then Afix = (id). 
Theorem 2.8. Let k,, be the integer dejined in Theorem 2.7. The set A,,, is generated by 
an, Irodo, where do is the smallest positive integer satisfying the two conditions 
(1) do IP and gc4ko,p/&)= 1, and 
(2) for i=1,2,.,..,p, Cli+kodoCX;lED,. 
Proof. The set A,,, is subgroup of (a,,). So by Theorem 2.2, there exists aLp such that 
A,,, = (a&), where 1’ I np. 
Define a function 5 mapping any integer into an integer in the set { 1,2, . . ..p} by 
<(i)=il’(modp). 
Let 
D={dId=t(i) for any integer i}, 
and let do = gcd(l’, p). Then for any dE D, do I d. Also there are integers a and b such that 
do = al’ + bp. So we have c(a) = do and doeD. Now consider kdo = akl’ + bkp for 
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1~ k < (p/d,), thus l(ak) = kdo and hence 
.=r,,,& . ...(-jjd.j. 
Therefore 1 D I= p/d,. 
For integers i, j in { 1,2, . . ., k,p/l’}, i#j, if [(i)=t(j), then pl(i-j)l’ and hence 
a&j)” maps vertices in Vi to vertices in Vi. SO we have azLj”‘EArix; therefore, 
k,,p 1 (i-j)l’. This contradicts the fact that O-K Ii-j1 <k,p/l’ and so e(i) and t(j) are 
different. Thus, kop/l’ < ID 1 and so kodo < 1’. 
By do = al’ + bp again, we have do k,, = al’k,, + bpkO. Thus, 
a~““=(oft’p)(lko(a~~)*~~~~~. 
and so I’[ doko. 
Therefore, we have I’ = k,-,d,-, and hence 
Aro,=(a$$‘). 
Since do=gcd(kOdO,p), we have dolp and gcd(k,,,p/d,)=l. 
Again by Lemma 2.4, we have that, for i= 1,2, . . . , p, 
Now suppose there is a positive integer d’ satisfying these two conditions. By 
Lemma 2.4 we can easily show that azd’~A,, and so d,, Id’. Therefore, d,, is the 
smallest positive integer satisfying the conditions. 0 
Since do = gcd(k,,dO, p), we get the following corollary. 
Corollary 2.9. There is an element gEA,, such that g(Gi)= Gi+d,, for all the red cycles 
Gi and do is the smallest integer having this property. 
If p is a prime number, then do = 1 or p. If do =p, then A,,, = Afix. If do = 1, then there 
is a g in A,, such that g(Gi)=g(Gz), g(G,)=g(G,), . . ..g(G.)=g(G,). 
Theorem 2.10. If there is an integer r, where 0 < r < kodo, such that, for i = 1,2, . . . , p, 
a r+p+t-i7naF1EDn 
then CAut(G) = A,,, uo&,~,~A~~~; otherwise, CAut(G) = A,,,. 
Proof. CAut(G)= ArotUAnip. If Atlip=Q, then CAut(G)= A,,. A,,, is a normal sub- 
group of CAut(G) and Aflip is the only coset in CAut(G) besides A,,, itself. So Aflip#Q 
if and only if there is o:pTnpEAftip such that 
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where O<rc kodo. But by Lemma 2.5 we know that ai,r”,EAfii, if and only if 
tl,+p+l_iT~CI,‘lED” for i=l,2 ,..., p. q 
Corollary 2.11. For any given colored graph G, 1 Arix 1 is equal to (n/k,,), 1 A,,, 1 is equal to 
(np/kOdo), and ICAut(G)I is equal to either (np/kOdO) or (2np/kOdO). 
Now we are going to find Afi,,A,,t and CAut(G) for the example introduced in last 
section. Here kO is a divisor of 6, and so could be 1,2,3 or 6. We test kO as follows: 
ala~cr;‘=(153426)$D6, so k,#l, 
c11c6al 2 -‘=(132)(465)$D,, so kO#2. 
But 
3 
a106h -‘=(14)(25)(36)=&D,, 
a2Gb2 -q16)(25)(34)=Z6ED6, 
u3&3 -‘=(14)(25)(36)=ai~D,, and 
ix4er6a2 4 -‘=(12)(36)(45)=a&,ED6. 
SO ko=3, A,,=(ai:) and IArixI=2. 
Also do is a divisor of 4, and so could be 1,2 or 4. If do= 1, then kOd0=3, 
gcd(k,,,p/do)=gcd(3,4)= 1. But 
a~+3tl;1=a4u; ‘=(145326)4Ds. 
So do#l. If d,=2, then k,do=6,gcd(ko,p/do)=gcd(3,2)=1, and 
-1 
a1+6al =a3e&‘=(14)(25)(36)=&D& 
t12+6a;1 =a40&; 1 =(1)(26)(35)(4)=a,r,ED,, 
a3+,$.~1=o[1&$x3 2 -’ =(1)=idED6, and 
-1 
u4+6a4 =a,aia, -‘=(654321)=a,‘ED6. 
So d,, = 2, A,,, = (a:, ) and ( A,,, I = 4. 
Finally, r may be any integer between 0 and 5. Assume r = 1, then r + p + 1 = 6 and 
-1 
~6-176~1 =ulo6~6al -‘=(I 3)(2)(46)(5)=0&D,, 
-1 
u6_276t12 =tL4T6c12 -‘=(l 53)(264)=azED6, 
u6-3T6”3 -‘=a3r6a;‘=(16)(25)(34)=r6~D6, and 
-1 
tl6-476a4 =a276a4 -‘=(l 3 5)(246)=azED,. 
So a24~24E&ip. Therefore, CAut(G) is (a24r24,a:4) and it contains 8 elements. 
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